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DISCUSSION, COMMENTARY, and IMAGES of
Comet 9P/Tempel 1 Impact, July 3, 2005
Grandview Discussion and Images
Comet Tempel 1 Impact
This spectacular image of comet
Tempel 1 was taken 67 seconds after it
obliterated Deep Impact's impactor
spacecraft. The image was taken by
the high-resolution camera on the
mission's flyby craft. Scattered light
from the collision saturated the camera's detector, creating the bright
splash seen here. Linear spokes of
light radiate away from the impact
site, while reflected sunlight illuminates most of the comet surface. The
image reveals topographic features,
including ridges, scalloped edges and
possibly impact craters formed long
ago. NASA/JPL-Caltech/UMD
See more information on page 8 of
the Online Color PDF.

MEETING: July 16, 2005--7:00PM
“Bring Scopes for Lunar and Planetary Observing ”

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY MUSEUM
CALIFORNIA STREET EXIT FROM INTERSTATE 10

PRE-MEETING DINNER: 5:00PM HOMETOWN BUFFET, LOMA LINDA
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CALENDER OF EVENTS 2005
Meetings held at the
San Bernardino County Museum
For information, call Chris Clarke at (909)
888-6511, ex.1458
July 16..................Meeting (3rd Saturday)
August 6...............Star Party (new moon)
August 20.............Club Barbecue (3rd Sat)
September 3.........Star Party (new moon)
September 17.......Meeting (3rd Saturday)
October 1..............Star Party (Grandview---2

SBVAA WEBSITE:
www.sbvaa.org
July Meeting
Commentary and images to the Comet
Tempel 1 impact will be presented. Video will
show the moment by moment excitement that was
captured on NASA TV.
Members will present photos taken at the
Grandview Star Party.
Discussion of the upcoming Club BBQ in
August will take place.

days before new moon)
October 15............Meeting (3rd Saturday)
25, the price drops to just $9.98 each. At the last
meeting, 18 copies were reserved. If we can get
seven more reservations, we can get a real deal.
There will be a sample copy available for inspection at the July meeting. Contact Chris Clarke
either at the meeting or at work (909) 384-8539 to
reserve your copy. The deadline for reservations
is July 22.
Once they come in, you can pay our treasurer,
Fidel, and pick up your new book.

Astronomy Book Offer!
The club has been offered a significant discount for a group order of the new book,"The
Grand Tour: A Traveler’s Guide to the Solar
System," written by William K. Hartmann and Ron
Miller. This is a beautiful book, filled with incredible paintingsby Mr. Hartmann, who is one the
greatest ‘space artists’ of all time.
The book retails for $19.95. However, the publisher has made us a special offer; for orders
between 10 and 24, it is $11.97. For orders over

email
articles and photos for
The Observer to:

WSMyer@aol.com
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President’s Message
Jerry L. Day
Jerry_day@eee.org
Another month has flown by and we’re now
well into summer. Added to the summer sizzle
and traditional celebration of the Fourth of July
this year was a celestial fireworks display, courtesy of the NASA/JPL Deep Impact Mission. The
Independence Day fireworks came slightly early
for us as Deep Impact’s 820-pound projectile
slammed into Comet Temple 1 at 10:52 p.m. PDT,
July 3. The impactor struck the comet at a relative
velocity of about 23,000 miles per hour and created an explosion equivalent to about 5 tons of TNT.
The impactor recorded spectacular images of the
comet right up to the moment of impact, while the
Deep Impact flyby probe recorded the surprisingly brilliant explosion and huge cloud of debris.
Although the debris cloud seems to have prevented one of the mission’s goals of a view into
the newly formed crater, the impact still generated a tremendous amount of data in the analysis of
the spectra of the impact flash and debris cloud.
Such data will certainly give us additional insight
into composition of the primordial nebula from
which the solar system formed, some 4.5 billion
years ago.
In celebration of the Deep Impact event, a number of our club members held a "Comet Bash"
star party at the Owl Canyon campground.
Although the debris cloud from the impact did
actually brighten the comet nearly two magnitudes, the effect could not be discerned visually
on such a faint and diffuse comet, especially
given the locally light polluted skies that night.
Still, the night was enjoyable for those attending
and there were plenty of other deep sky sights to
take in. (For those of us who stayed home, the
NASA TV feed provided some spectacular
footage!)
The weekend following Deep Impact was our
scheduled star party at Grandview, July 7-10. We

had a large turnout for the event this year with at
least eighteen attendees. Fidel and I arrived
Thursday afternoon, while the rest joined us
Friday or Saturday. The weather was very pleasant – sunny and warm in the daytime, with light
wind and cumulus clouds in the afternoon – clearing and calm by nightfall. Although clear, transparency and seeing were poor both Thursday and
Friday nights, but were much improved by
Saturday night.
As always Martin’s 20" Dobsonian was hugely
popular, although the many other ‘scopes present
offered stunning views. Tom, Bill and I were the
active astro-imagers this trip. Several observing
highlights of the trip include: a lovely conjunction
of the crescent Moon, Venus, and Mercury at twilight; several bright Iridium satellite flares; brilliant
Mars rising in the early AM. Other memorable
highlights include the Saturday potluck breakfast
and take-out pizza Saturday evening, followed by
Sunday breakfast at the café in Big Pine. Overall,
this was a very enjoyable and successful outing.
Looking ahead, the next meeting is Saturday, July
16, and the next star party is Saturday, August 6.
The club’s annual summer potluck picnic and barbecue will also be held August 20 at the SBC
Museum. (Please note that there will be no meeting in August due to the picnic.)
I look forward to seeing you all at these, and
other, upcoming events.
Clear skies.

SBVAA CLUB
BBQ
August 20, 2005
Be There!!
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MARS ROVERS UPDATES
SPIRIT UPDATE: Spirit Scuffs - sol 532-537, July 11, 2005
Over the Fourth of July weekend, Spirit completed a robotic-arm campaign which had some surprising results.
It turned out that targets at "Independence Rock" seem to have less iron than expected. This result prompted the science team to take a closer look. On sol 536 (July 6), because the grinding teeth on the rock abrasion tool are worn,
the rover team decided to remove some of the surface area by scuffing it with the front left wheel.
Since the rover gets better alpha particle X-ray spectrometer and Mössbauer spectrometer spectral readings
when we let them run long (more than 10 hours for the alpha particle X-ray spectrometer and more than 20 hours for
the Mössbauer spectrometer). The rest of the weekend (sols 538 to 541) will be dedicated to work using the instruments on the robotic arm.

OPPORTUNITY: Looking Back at 'Purgatory
Dune'
The wheels of NASA's Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity dug
more than 10 centimeters (4 inches) deep into the soft, sandy material of a wind-shaped ripple in Mars' Meridiani Planum region during
the rover's 446th martian day, or sol (April 26, 2005). Getting the
rover out of the ripple, dubbed "Purgatory Dune," required more than
five weeks of planning, testing, and carefully monitored driving.
Opportunity used its navigation camera to capture this look back at
the ripple during sol 491 (June 11, 2005), a week after the rover
drove safely onto firmer ground. The ripple that became a sand trap
is about one-third meter (one foot) tall and 2.5 meters (8 feet) wide.
Image credit: NASA/JPL

CASSINI UPDATE
Hyperion's Face April 8, 2005
Hyperion [hi-PEER-ee-en] is the largest irregularly shaped natural
satellite ever observed, even though it is one of the smaller moons of Saturn.
It is likely that Hyperion may have been bombarded with meteors, which
blew part of this moon away and caused its highly irregular shape. The irregular shape of Hyperion and evidence of bombardment by meteors makes it
appear to be the oldest surface in the Saturn system. The largest crater on
its surface is approximately 120 kilometers (75 miles) in diameter and 10
kilometers (6 miles) deep.
The rugged surface of Saturn's irregular tumbling moon Hyperion is
revealed in this Cassini image. Hyperion is 266 kilometers (165 miles)
across.
The image was taken in visible light with the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera on Feb. 23, 2005, at a distance of approximately 1.7 million kilometers (1 million miles) from Hyperion and at a Sun-Hyperion-spacecraft, or phase, angle of 42 degrees. Resolution in the original image was 10
kilometers (6 miles) per pixel. The image has been contrast-enhanced and magnified by a factor of three to aid visibility.
CREDIT: JPL/NASA
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Ads are free to all members. Please keep the ads short.
Before the Submission Deadline, send all ad copy to the
S B V C P l a n e t a r i u m , 7 0 1 S . M t . Ve r n o n Av e , S a n B e r n a r d i n o , C A 9 2 4 1 0
or e-mail Newsletter Editor at: WSMyer@aol.com
The following items have been donated to the
club.
One item is a fund-raiser, the others are FREE!
If you’re interested, contact Chris Clarke
Work—(909) 384-8539
Home—(909) 875-6694

Orion "Skyview" 90mm Refractor.
Comes with an alt-azimuth mount and aluminum tripod.
There is no finder, but it does come with a 15mm
Plossel eyepiece.
$110.00

Jason 60mm Refractor.

26 Year Collection of "Sky and
Telescope" Magazines.
January 1965 to December 1990
Missing just a few issues.
Great reference set housed in periodical storage
boxes.
FREE!

Ten Year Collection of "Astronomy"
Magazines.
1990 to 2000
Nice reference set housed in periodical storage
boxes.
FREE!

Comes with alt-azimuth mount on wooden tripod.
Has finder, but no eyepieces.
FREE!

An Invitation To Join
The San Bernardino Valley Amateur Astronomers
• Monthly Meetings/Speakers
• Monthly Star Party
• The Observer Newsletter

• Learn about Astronomy
• Learn about Telescopes
• Learn about Astrophotography

Fill out and mail this form along with $30.00 Annual Membership Fee. Add an additional $33.00 to
include a one (1) year subscription to “Sky and Telescope” magazine and or $29.00 for one (1) year
subscription to “Astronomy” Magazine.

Make check payable to: San Bernardino Valley Amateur Astronomers.
Mail to: Fidel Hernandez, SBVAA Treasurer,

27799 21st St, Highland, CA, 92346

Name_____________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________
City and State______________________________________________
Zip_______________Phone___________________________________
Internet E-mail Address______________________________________
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MEMBER GALLERY: KLAUS BRASCH
From: Klaus Brasch [mailto:kbrasch@csusb.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2005 9:51 AM
Hi Folks:
Here are two images taken with the 4 inch Televue, using a Canon 20D digital Camera. All are stacks of two or
more 5 minute exposures each processed in Photoshop.
The colors/contrast look just right on my computer monitor but who knows how they will appear on yours?
I can't remember when we last had such a great outing. Can't wait till next month.
Klaus

Upper Photo: m8 plus m20, Televue
101
Lower Photo: Veil Nebula West Loop,
Televue 101
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GRANDVIEW I- July 8-9, 2005
A Really Great Time!!!

Photos by Bill Myerchin and Steve Miller
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Comet 9P/Tempel 1 Impact
NASA's Deep Impact Tells a
Tale of the Comet
Data from Deep Impact's instruments indicate an immense
cloud of fine powdery material was released when the probe
slammed into the nucleus of comet Tempel 1 at about 10 kilometers
per second (6.3 miles per second or 23,000 miles per hour). The
cloud indicated the comet is covered in the powdery stuff. The Deep
Impact science team continues to wade through gigabytes of data
collected during the July 4 encounter with the comet measuring 5-kilometers-wide by 11-kilometers-long (about 3-miles-wide by 7-mileslong).
"The major surprise was the opacity of the plume the impactor
created and the light it gave off," said Deep Impact Principal
Investigator Dr. Michael A'Hearn of the University of Maryland, College
Park. "That suggests the dust excavated from the comet's surface
was extremely fine, more like talcum powder than beach sand. And
the surface is definitely not what most people think of when they think
of comets -- an ice cube."
How can a comet hurtling through our solar system be made of a substance with less strength than snow or
even talcum powder?
"You have to think of it in the context of its environment," said Dr. Pete Schultz, Deep Impact scientist from
Brown University, Providence, R.I. "This city-sized object is floating around in a vacuum. The only time it gets bothered
is when the Sun cooks it a little or someone slams an 820- pound wakeup call at it at 23,000 miles per hour."
The data review process is not overlooking a single frame of approximately 4,500 images from the spacecraft's
three imaging cameras taken during the encounter.
"We are looking at everything from the last moments of the impactor to the final look-back images taken hours
later, and everything in between," added A'Hearn. "Watching the last moments of the impactor's life is remarkable. We
can pick up such fine surface detail that objects that are only four meters in diameter can be made out. That is nearly a
factor of 10 better than any previous comet
mission."
The final moments of the impactor's life were important, because they set the stage for all subsequent
scientific findings. Knowing the location and angle the impactor slammed into the comet's surface is the best place to
start. Engineers have established the impactor took two not unexpected coma particle hits prior to impact. The impacts
slewed the spacecraft's camera for a few moments before the attitude control system could get it back on track. The
penetrator hit at an approximately 25 degree oblique angle relative to the comet's surface. That's when the fireworks
began.
The fireball of vaporized impactor and comet material shot skyward. It expanded rapidly above the impact site
at approximately 5 kilometers per second (3.1 miles per second). The crater was just beginning to form. Scientists are
still analyzing the data to determine the exact size of the crater. Scientists say the crater was at the large end of original expectations, which was from 50 to 250 meters (165 to 820 feet) wide.
Expectations for Deep Impact's flyby spacecraft were exceeded during its close brush with the comet.
The craft is more than 3.5 million kilometers (2.2 million miles) from Tempel 1 and opening the distance at approximately 37,000 kilometers per hour (23,000 miles per hour). The flyby spacecraft is undergoing a thorough checkout, and all
systems appear to be in excellent operating condition.
The Deep Impact mission was implemented to provide a glimpse beneath the surface of a comet, where material from the solar system's formation remains relatively unchanged. Mission scientists hoped the project would answer
basic questions about the formation of the solar system by providing an in-depth picture of the nature and composition
of comets.
For information about Deep Impact on the Internet, visit: www.nasa.gov/deepimpact

STAR PARTY: JOHNSON VALLEY
AUGUST 6TH, 2005
See Tom Lawson, Star Party Coordinator

DISCUSSION, COMMENTARY, and IMAGES of
Comet 9P/Tempel 1 Impact, July 3, 2005
Grandview Discussion and Images

Meeting: July 16, 2005-7:00PM
“Bring Scopes for Lunar and Planetary Observing”

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY MUSEUM
2024 ORANGE TREE LANE, REDLANDS, CA
CALIFORNIA STREET EXIT FROM INTERSTATE 10

PRE-MEETING DINNER: 5:00PM , HOMETOWN BUFFET, LOMA LINDA
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